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Two experir.nental groups have recently reported on the discovery of a 

""" resonance at about llSO MeV that is probably an I : 0, J ::: l state. l,Z It was 

conjectured that thli resonance, called tj was the. "particle" predicted by Chew 

and Frautschi on the basis of the Regge -poles scher.ne. 3 In this letter it is shown 

that this cannot be the case if some reasonable 'hypotheses on Regg~·polea are 

verified, and if the high-energy experir.nental data on differential cross sections 
4 . 

are considered. Information io obtained from these data by using some bounds 

that are derived for boson Regge .. pole trajectories. Finally, it is suggested that 

the C. F. pa1·ticle is likely to have an energy less than or near the p-meson energy, 

and experimental work directed towards testing this possibility ls encouraged. The 
0 . 

f resonance still can fit into the Regge-poles scheme as possibly belonging to the 

trajectory proposed by Igi. 5 

In order to derive some bounds for boson Regge trajectories lt wi~l be useful 

to prove the following lemr.na: Let g (t) satisfy the dispersion relation 

e(t) = ! /~ Im~(t') dt' 
"' a t 1 

.. t 
(1) 

with lni e (t) > 0 lot a < t < eo, It follows that 

e (t ) ~ -:---~-(t~l )~£:--(t-:-z_> ~(t __ z_:"'_t~· )~--
3 (tz-t3) t(tz) .. (t3-tt) ~ (tl) 

(Z) 
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for tl' t
2

, and t
3 

"a. If we take t 1 < t
2

, the ~·sign holds for t:{a 1 or t)'iltz 

and. the.-;; sign for t 1"t3~t,. Proof: From Eq. (1) we have 

Im ~(t) > 0 for Im t >0 

and 

Ret(t)>O} 

Im ~(t) = 0 
for t real and •., <t< a. 

Therefore the function 

can be represented as6 

r;(t) = C + A t + Joo t
1t1' ~ (~•) dt' . a • 

with A, 'ct>(t), ·and C real, and ~(t) ~0. I:ere 4>(t) may include 6 functions with 

positive coefficients. 
I 

F1·om Eqs. (3) and (4) it follows for . t real and -oo <t<a · that 

" 

Therefore, because Tl(t) h a. concave function for t <a, we have 

~ (t3-tl) (t3-tZ) 
'1(t3) < '1(tz > (t -£ ) + '1(t 1) (t t ) z 1 1'" z 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

(6) 

for tt: tz• t 3 ~a. Again, if we take t 1 < t2 the f!l:sign holds for t 3"t1 or t3~tz, and 

the .: sign for ~~E; t3~t2 • Equation (Z) follows trivially from Eqs. (6) and (3). 

This completes the lemma. 

We now assume that a boson Regge trajectory a(t) satisfies the dispersion· 

relation 7 

a(t) = n(eo) + ~ roo lm n(t.) dt' dt' 
" '\\ (t' -t) . 

(Hl) 

with a >0 and7 

/ 
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Im a(t) ~o. for a ~t < oo. (HZ) 

Therefore we can apply the above lemma to the function o.(t)- a(oo ). In particul~r. 

ll we let t
1

- t
2 

= 0 and t
3 

= t ln Eq. (Z), we obtain for '!" ~ <t < 0 

z. 
a(t) >a(oo) + [o.(O) .. o.(oo)] = L(t), 

. o.(O)-a(oo)+u(O)Itl 

or 

Hence, calling t o the value of t . at which o. vanishes, we have 

rl (O) > n(O} f11(0) • n(.,)] 
-a(oo) I to I 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

We apply the above bounds to the Pomeranchuk trajectory, which controls the 

high-energy behavior of dl!ferential and total cross sections, and therefore satisfies 

the condition3• 8 

a(O) :::: 1. (H3) 

We also take 

Q(oo) = .. 1, (H4) 
' 

I. 

as is the case for the first trajectory for a Yukawa potential. 9 In doing so, we also 
I 

consider the proof given by Gribov and Pomeranchuck that there is an infinite number 
I 

. ! ' 10 11 
of poles satisfying this limit in the relatiVistic case. ' Therefore, using Eqs. (7) 

and (8) and the values obtained for Cl(t) in the high-energy experiments, we can set 

a lower bound n, for Cl1 (0). On this basis we assume 

Q. (0) >0. (HS) 
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We now examine the possibility that the Pomeranchuk trajectory gives rise to a 

resonance at an energy-squared value equal to tR. For this to be so, it is necessary 

to have 

(H6") 

It is well known that this condition is not sufficient. In addition, our expe~ience with' 

the nonrelativistic case shows that at the resonance energy He a.(t) must still be 

increasing steeply as a function of t, and Im a.(t) must still be small. The width of 

the resonance in the energy variable is related to these two properties and is given 

approximately by the function 7 

1 rctn> = -« 
Im a.(t) ] 

d 
Tt Re a.(t) t = tn 

(10) 

We require that the Pomeranchuk trajectory present these two characteristics at 

t = tR by assuming 

and 

' : . 

It e aft) has at mos,t one inflection point for t < tR, 

t-4 
1m a(t) ~ Im a.(tR) t .. 4 

R 

. 12 
for a= 4<t< tR. 

Although it is not essential, to simplify the following proof w~ asswne further 

Im a.(t) ~Im a.(2tR ... t) 

This is still consistent with the properties discussed above. 

(H7) 

(H8) 

(H9) 

Using assumptions (HI) through (H9) for a.(t), we can restrict the parameters 

of the C .. ~· particle p'y setting a lower bound for r(tR.). Because n turns out to be 

fairly large, we are interested in the ~egion 

(11) 

For these values of tR' from assumptions(H3) and ·(HS) through (H7) it follows that 

. .;. Ren(t) ]t=t < 1/tR, 
R 

(12) 
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We now want to put a lower bound on lrp.o.(tR) such that, comb~ned with Eqa. (10) 

and (12.), it will provide the desired restriction on the value of.' r(tR). It h clear , 
. I 

that such a bound for Im r1(tR.) exists, because U we had Im o.(tR) = 0, ··from assumption• 
' ' , I 

(HI) and (H8) all the derivatives of o. would be positive up to t = ~.· and therefore 

we would have Re o.(tR) > 2, which contradlcta assumption (H6). This suggests splitting 

o. into two parte, f' and y, one of which has a zero imaginary part for t <tR. There

fore, we define 

Im ,(t) = Im o.(t) tor 4<t< tR 1 
= 1m ct.(l~ -t) for ~<t<ltR -4 

(13a) 

1 ltR -4 lm p(t' ~ 
dt' ' ~(t) t=-

/4 1r (t' -t) 
(13b) 

and 

y(t) = rl(t) - j3(t). (14) 

From the symmetry in lm ~ we have Re o.(tR) = y (tR) = z. Using relations (Hl), (HZ)1 

(H9), (13) and (14), we can apply our lemma to y(t) - y( oo ). We let t
1
- tz. = 0, and 

t 3- a = ~ in Eq. (2) and. obtain 

Now, from relations (Hl), (1-15), (H8), (13), and (14), we have 

and 

where 

. 'ICOI >I • Im .. C~I Bo CtRI 1: 

y'(O) >0- lmo.(ta) B 1(tR). 

(15) 

(16) 



and 

From relations (15) and (16) we obtain the lower bound for Imn(tR). 

· This result combined with relation (1 0) and (1 Z) gives the final bound 

for tR > 1/0 • ( 17) 

. In Fig. 1 the function L(t) from relations (7), (H3), and(H4) la plotted for 

n'(O) lC 1/80, 1/50 and 1/35. The experimental data from the Brookhaven and 

Cornell groups are also indicated. 13• 14 If we apply the inequality (8) to the three 

data for lower ft I, we obtain 0>1/Z9 with 90o/o confidence. Eventually one may . 

expect this result to be lowered by the presence of other than statistical errors in 

these. data. 'However, the values of ~(tR) obtained from Eq. (17) and plotted in 

Fig. Z. show that unless a' (0) is less than 1/80, theri.T(80) has to be much larger 

than the experimental width of the f 0 resonance. Therefore, within the scheme 

presented here,: and. provided the high-energy data do not increase far beyond the 
. I 

errors quoted, this resonance cannot be inte;rpreted as the C. F. particle. Never-
, 

thelesa, this particle could be found at a value of t smaller than or approximately 

equal to 30. 15•16 ./ 

1 am indebted to Drs. G. Chew, G.' Takeda, and C. Zemach for encouragement •. 

and many helpful diacussions. I also. want to thank Dr~ David L. Judd for his kind 

hospitality at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory •. 
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11. We will present here some other results that follow from relationrl (2), and 

(Hl) through (H4). In Eq. (Z.) let t
1 

::: ~. tlr.: 0, and. t 3= t; then. for to <t< 0 

we have 

a(t) < -1 + 2t,/(to+.t). 

Let t
1
-t2 = t, t

3 
= O: lt follows that, for .. ....,<t< 0, 

l 
, (t) < 1 •a (t) 

a Ziti ' 
and in particular, i£ we aet t ::s ~ and use Eq, ( 11 ), 

a'(to) <1/(Z.Ito I) <n'(0)/4. 

12.. This last hypothesis ls generous near threshold, because there we know 

[see A. 0. PAirut and D. E.. Zwanzlger, .Phys. Rev. 12.7, 974 (1962)] 

(Fl) 

1 

Re o.(4)+ 1/Z · 1m o.(t)- (t-4) and Re o.(4) > 1. Moreover, the .maximum for Re a.(t) 

iS e:::r:pected to occur at approximately the same energy as the inflection point 

for lm a(t). Therefore, ae Re o.(t) has not yet reached its maximum at the 

resonance energy, lm a(tR) ts presumably still concave, which is stronger than 
. . 

required by assumption (H8). 
I 

13. W. F. Baker, E. W. Jenkins, A. L. Read, a. Cocconi, V. T. Cocconi, and 

J. Orear, Phys. Rev. Letters 9, zz1; (1962). 
- i ' 

14. The reader ls referred also to the data of A. N. Diddens, E. Lillithun, G. Manning, 

A. E. Taylor, T. a. Vlalker, and A. M. Wetherell, Phys. Rev. Letters 9, 

111 (1962.). If one considers all their data, tpe·result a(-70) <0 is definitely 

established. However, their results for t >-50 are too linear and therefore 

not conaiotent with Eq. (Fl) in footnote.ll. "If one takes only their data for 

2 . 13 
(o/ZM ) > 10.5, their results agree with those of Baker et al., although with 

larger errors. 
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15. Chew has pointed out to me that both groupe reporting on the f 0 have observed 

1ome anomalies in the angular distri~utlon around the p peak that could be. 

attributed to an I = 0 atate because they were not present in the analogous · 

experiment with "+ w9 or "' .. w0 • On the other hand, 1 am indebted to Dr. Takeda 

!or indicating that ll the C. F. particle haa about the same energy as tpe p meson, 

its width la likely to be lese than the experimental resolution, on the basia of the 
+ • ' ' 

meaeured cross sections !or p and p • A. Ahmadzadeh and I. Sakmar (see 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, ~eport UCRL-10584, December 1962.) have 

also auggeeted the possible connection of the C. F. particle with other experimental 

information for t < 30. 

16. The possibility of the Pomeranchuk trajectory "bending down" soon and never 

reaching 2. cannot be excluded, However, this la not likely to occur ll the quan

tum numbers of the f 0 have been assigned correctly, which would imply that 

another trajectory with the same quantum numbers aa the Pomeranchuk, but 

below it at t :c 0, is able to reach Reo. ~ z. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Flg. 1. Curves a. b. and c: are lower bound.e for o.(t) given by Eqe. (7), (H3), a:u~d 
I ' 

(H4) !or a.'(O) c 1/80, l/50, and 1/35, respectively. The expe:r.i.n1ental ~~.A.f;n. 

are from Ref. U. 
/ 

Fig. z. Curves a, b, and c: abow lower bounda lor r (tll) given by Eq. ( 17) for 

a.'(O)~ J/80, 1/50, and 1/35, reepactively. The experimental values for the 

energy mqu&red and wltlth of the f ~ are ·abo lndiea.ted (I-t.elG. ! and l). 
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